Abstract. This paper proposes a method for identification of a user's fixed string set (which can be a command/instruction set for a terminal or microprocessor). This method is fast and has very small memory requirements, compared to a traditional full string storage and compare method. The user feeds characters into a microcontroller via a keyboard or another microprocessor sends commands and the microcontroller hashes the input in order to identify valid commands, ensuring no collisions between hashed valid strings, while applying further criteria to narrow collision between random and valid strings. The method proposed narrows the possibility of the latter kind of collision, achieving small code and memory-size utilization and very fast execution. Hashing is achieved using additive & rotating hash functions in an iterative form, which can be very easily implemented in simple microcontrollers and microprocessors. Such hash functions are presented and compared according to their efficiency for a given string/command set, using the program found in the appendix.
Introduction
What is hashing? Hash functions operate on a string of arbitrary length and output a short string of fixed length. For example, the string "perform a reset" (of length 15) could be hashed using instructions that operate on a block size of 2 characters, resulting in an output like "oy", which has a length of 2 (86.66% efficiency). The hash functions analyzed in this paper have a hash length equal to the block size, like in the example above. The block size is very small (1 byte or perhaps 1 word), allowing only relatively small strings sets (ideally, for a block size of 1 byte, a maximum string set of 256 unique commands/strings is allowed, though presenting a high collision coincidence between hashed valid and hashed invalid commands).
The need for such functions
How can a microcontroller identify arbitrary-length commands sent to it? The simplest solution would be to store the full strings representing the commands and have a simple algorithm that compares the input to this string table. Such a solution was considered impractical (especially for a terminal application) because the string/command set would be limited by the microcontroller's small memory; each string would require memory equal to its length in order for it to be stored.
Why not use hash functions? One could store only the hashed values instead of storing the whole string. The hash length could be much smaller than the strings' length and we would expect for example a decrease of memory usage reaching 91.66% for strings of length 12, using a hash length of one.
Definitions
The functions used in this paper are simple additive & rotating hash functions: they use only some exclusive-or, add and shift left/right instructions commonly found in general purpose microcontrollers. No modulos or prime numbers are used.
Collisions occur when the results of a hash function operating on two different inputs are the same: Intrinsic collision is the collision between two hashed valid strings. Extrinsic collision is the collision between a hashed valid and a hashed invalid string. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ * Part 2 of this paper will be published in the future, as a complete software solution in C++ is being implemented by the author in order to fully study the characteristics of the suggested hash functions.
There is also another kind of collision, which occurs when the "same length" criterion is applied and certain interface behaviour has been chosen (it is assumed that the protocol does not accept more characters at the input if the value and the length of the input string are those of a valid string/command or that the commands are executed once their valid hashed values and length are detected): if an invalid string (let X) hashes to the same value as a valid string (let A) and they also have the same length, there is a possibility that X would be the first part of another valid string (let B), which, in that case, cannot be recognized (A will be identified instead of B). As an example, let one consider that:
"go" hashes to 9, "st" hashes to 9 and "stop" hashes to 7.
"go" and "stop" are valid commands, while "st" is not. However, if "st" is the input, "go" will be identified and further input will be recognized as a new string.
The hash functions Suggested hash functions
Possible iterated addition & rotation hash functions are presented in the following table. Their performance (given a fixed string set) is then analysed. The target of this analysis is not only to assure collision-free identification of each string but also to evaluate the performance of each hash function (the collision percentage) during a brute-force hashing of random strings. To do this, a program was written -the code is found in the appendix.
The following iterative hash functions are generated by the general iterative function The efficiency of each function should be recalculated for every different string set. No intrinsic collisions can be tolerated, unless they refer to similar commands (for example, «set speed» and «change speed» have the same effect on the system).
Some words about the symbolisation of the variables: H appearing before the equality sign «=» is the same like H i and means the result of the hash function at the iterative step i. H appearing after the equality sign is the same like H i-1 which indicate the result of the hash function after the previous iterative step (i-1). M is the input at the current iterative step (i). This is the main idea behind the usage of the iterative hash functions; no memory is required during the decoding of the strings -the hash function operates on the current input-block only, using the result from the previous step. In some cases, a counter could also be used in order to apply the length criterion presented below and also to influence the hash function result.
The idea put into practice
The method is easy to implement. However, the very small hash length does not always assure collision free hashing, especially between valid and invalid strings. Three solutions exist: either one increases the hash length, applies further criteria to assure that there is no collision or uses another hash function.
The hash functions presented here can ensure intrinsic collision free hashing for the given string set, provided that one selects and uses the appropriate hash function.
The other criteria that must be met in order to assure robustness of the system against random-input feed (caused by errors at the transmission line or by the user) are presented below. A typical example of a problem that can be solved by applying these criteria is a user typing a random text of perhaps very small length (i.e. 1 character), which has the same hash result with a normal command. It was therefore considered wise to apply further criteria that ensure a narrow collision probability: Collision free hashing of any random string is ensured provided that a) the string does not have the same length as the original string and (optional) b) the random string does not start with the same letter as the original string or c) the random string does not end with the same one or two letters as the original string The collision requirements of simple terminal applications are satisfied by meeting the first condition only, as the possibility of extrinsic collision is too low. Please refer to the evaluation part of this paper.
It should also be noted that a single hash function suitable for all users' string sets will not be suggested here -additive & rotating hash function results depend on the application (the fixed string set). The user is responsible for selecting the appropriate hash functions that ensures collision free hashing between valid strings (no intrinsic collisions) and (if desired) a low possibility of hash values occurance between any valid and invalid strings (as less number of extrinsic collisions as possible).
Evaluation
The following results were generated using the program found in the appendix. The command string set is for a terminal that controls the operation of a motor. Note that the command/instruction strings are converted to strings that can be directly printed to the Liquid Crystal Display used (according to the LCD controller's font set). For example, the ASCII code for "a" is 97, while the controller's font set C code for "a" is 225 (=97+128). For this reason, a kind of offset was used inside the program found in the appendix (offset equals 128). Using the same hash function on the ASCII strings will of course produce different results.
Evaluation for many addition & rotation hash functions follows:
Comments
The hash size is very small (1 byte), so many conflicts (collisions) occur. The first criterion (of same length) is therefore necessary. The results are presented in the first column.
It is assumed that the possibility that a string of certain length will occur at the input is equal to the possibility that a string of any other length will occur. If this assumption is not correct for an application, the efficiency calculations must have weighting factors multiplied with each possibility for each length.
The classification of the hash functions presented at the first column regards only intrinsic collisions between valid strings of any length. If the same-length condition is to be met, this classification is of no importance unless there is an intrinsic conflict between two valid strings of the same length.
After this evaluation analysis, one could identify three basic addition & rotation hash function categories: i)
The non-destructive category: these functions operate on the blocks without applying changes to many bits -therefore many strings of the same length hash to same values. An example is the iterative hash function H=H⊕M, which allows many permutations to hash to the same value -the conflict possibility is therefore (as shown in the above figures) one of the highest. Shift instructions are destructive, so they do not appear in hash functions of this category. ii)
The destructive category: The final result depends mostly on the first or the last blocks ( as an example, H=H⊕(H&M) or H=M⊕(M+170) ⊕(H>>1)). iii)
The intermediate category: these functions have an intermediate effect on the blocks, having both non-destructive and destructive characteristics. They achieve the best performance and are therefore recommended. Example:H=M⊕(H+85) ⊕(M<<1)
The evaluation will not be complete unless one calculates the overall factor K of extrinsic conflict and also the maximum extrinsic collision possibility for a certain string length: max(P | length). K is given by the following formula:
The overall factor K is the sum the possibilities for each string length (including all strings). For example, in our string set evaluated above K = P(2) + P(3) + P(4) + P(5), where P(2) = P(«ds»)+P(«ss»)+P(«ns»)+P(«ts»), P(3) = P(«max»)+P(«min»), etc.
Possibilities concerning strings of greater length need too much time to be calculated (the time consumed by the algorithm changes exponentially with a change of length) and also have very small values, so they can be ommited. max(P | length) is given by the formula:
that is the maximum collision possibility for a certain length. Example: for length=2, max(P | 2) = P(2) = P(«ds»)+P(«ss»)+P(«ns»)+P(«ts»)
Factor K is used to compare the different hash functions. The value of max(P) gives us an idea of how well the function will behave.
To conclude, the best iterative addition & rotation hash function for the given string set, achieving an overall conflict factor K equal to 7.7213%, is the function H=M⊕(H+85) ⊕(M<<1).
Discussion
The hash functions presented here are targeted towards a kind of table-lookup*. They have a very small block size and therefore are not intended for use in any kind of cryptographic/security applications. Cryptographic hash functions require a random and uniform mapping of input values to output/hashed values and also require very strict and thorough evaluation analysis.
On the other hand, the desired operation of the additive & rotating hash functions in this paper is a non-uniform distribution of results; non-uniform in a way that the valid command strings are mapped into their own values, while all other invalid command strings are mapped on completely different values (no or very small collision with the hashed valid strings). But is such a distribution possible to achieve? Such a distribution exists (the interested reader could refer to the common digital design techniques, i.e. the Quine -McCluskey method for logic minimization). However, the implementation of such a solution would probably be too slow and/or require much code-size, rendering its usage in general purpose microcontrollers impractical. It should be noted that such a distribution is not achieved with addition & rotation hash functions.
Nevertheless, the mapping of the hashed invalid strings does not need to be random; only a lowpossibility of extrinsic collision is important. It is also required that the hashed valid strings are not the same. (no intrinsic collision). An example of this is shown in the following figure. Strings in bold indicate valid commands.
* but in any way not for a large dictionary 
Appendix
The following program is a sample visual basic program that can be used to evaluate the iterative addition & rotation hash functions for string set identification. It was written in visual basic 5 and the project files are found inside the zip file accompanying this paper.
CODE for HASHEVAL.FRM:
'____________________________________________ ' ' Constants: '____________________________________________ Const detectcollision = False ' Enable or disable to detect or not the special collision described in the paper 'used for storing a character which is desired to be present in the random string Dim buffer_chr2
'used for storing another character which is desired to be present in the random string Dim occurence_p As Single 'stores the hash result occurence possibility between a random string and the original string Dim secondcol 'counter for the special collision described in the paper 
If length = 8 Then For j0 = chr_start To chr_stop For j1 = chr_start To chr_stop For j2 = chr_start To chr_stop For j3 = chr_start To chr_stop For j4 = chr_start To chr_stop For j5 = chr_start To chr_stop j6 = buffer_chr2 j7 = buffer_chr H = Hstart text2hash(0) = j0 text2hash(1) = j1 text2hash(2) = j2 text2hash(3) = j3 text2hash(4) = j4 text2hash(5) = j5 text2hash(6) = j6 text2hash(7) = j7 For j = 0 To length -1 
